Chambers and Partners Recommends Lidings Among Top Practices for Dispute Resolution in
Russia
Reputable international ranking agency Chambers and Partner Global has published the list of
leading legal advisers in Russia based on the results of its annual research. The ranking
recommends Lidings’ dispute resolution practice and personally distinguishes practice head
Andrey Zelenin as a seasoned professional in the field.
The firm is ranked among top practices in Russia following a number of precedent setting cases
where it represented the interests of large financial institutions and industrial companies. Lidings’
client list boasts key market players across a wide range of industry sectors including automotive,
energy, infrastructure, pharmaceuticals, and telecommunications.
Partner Andrey Zelenin has received individual recognition in the ranking: “Andrey Zelenin heads the dispute
resolution department at Lidings and is described by sources as a "strategically astute" lawyer who typically exhibits
"excellent tactical judgement" when handling cases.”
Andrey Zelenin has over ten years of experience in litigation in the Russian courts and international arbitration. He has
successfully conducted numerous proceedings involving leading representatives of the international business
community. Andrey is a prominent Russian expert in the field of international arbitration with a wide experience in
conducting trials in accordance with the rules of ICC, Stockholm Chamber of Commerce, and ICAC with the Chamber
of Commerce and Industry of the Russian Federation, as well as other Russian and international arbitration institutions.
Under his supervision the firm has represented clients in a number of precedent-setting cases in Russia.
Lidings is annually recommended by all key international legal directories. In addition to Chambers and Partners Global
the firm’s reputation for excellence is evidenced by high ranking positions in The Legal 500 EMEA, IFLR1000 and
Who is Who Legal.
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